THE SOFTWARE FOR MANIFACTURERS AND RETAILERS OF DOORS AND WINDOWS

InfiXor
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InfiXor has been
specifically designed
for selling doors,
windows and fixtures
InfiXor allows
a significant
saving of time
while compiling
estimates and orders
InfiXor is coupled
by a second program
designed for
entering and editing
price lists
InfiXor harmonizes
the combination of
products from different
price lists into a single
uniform estimate.
InfiXor is perfect for
manufacturers who wish
to give their resellers and
agents an estimates tool

Every aspect of
InfiXor, on request,
may be modified
and customized

InfiXor makes possible
to process and deliver
estimates immediately
to the customers

InfiXor

Benefits:

InfiXor versions

Software introduction
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imple: you will learn to use
it within a few minutes.

Light version

ast: you can fill complex
estimates in a short time.
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nfiXor
is
a
program
specifically designed for
businesses that sell doors,
windows and fixtures in
general, but not only; also
allows the insertion of other
types of general goods.

T

he software has the ability
to simultaneously manage
several price lists, is flexible
and customizable.

I

nfiXor is accompanied by a
second program that allows
to enter and modify price lists,
in full autonomy without the
need of a technician. It comes
with embedded functions for
importing tables, price lists and
prices, straight from PDF, Excel
or text files, in order to simplify
the data acquisition stage..

T

rrors: it greatly limits the
possibility
of
making
mistakes.

L

ook and efficiency: better
product presentation and
demonstration of efficiency.

E

ase: a tele-assistance
service is available in
case of any problems.

For who it was
designed ?
Retailers and
Manufacturers

he
program
makes
straightaway possible the
delivery of a final release of
the estimate/order to the
customer. In case the customer
can be undecided between
different articles, it is provided
the use of different variants or
versions that are highlighted
by subtotals, in order to allow
an easier choice.
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“multilingual” version of
InfiXor is available: the
estimates can be performed by
the dealer in a foreign
language, sent via the Internet,
loaded by the manufacturer in
his own language, modified,
and eventually forwarded to
the dealer still in its original
language (for Advanced ver.).

he program was created to
meet
the
needs
of
managing estimates/orders of
doors, windows and fixtures.

I

t allows the insertion and the
simultaneous use of multiple
producers price lists, and then
the combination of products
from different price lists into a
single estimate.
he program is also ideal for
those manufacturers who
want to provide their dealers, a
tool that allows them to quickly
compile estimates using their
own price list, so to entice
retailers to sell their products,
through to a faster and easier
estimates.

he program has been
created in order to include
different kind of price lists, as
grids, per square meter, linear
meter , single piece and other
(ref. Ins. guide) to enter fixtures
as windows, doors, armored
doors and also different kind
of products (floors, stairs ...).

Advanced version

T

his version was specifically
created for manufacturers
who wish to give their resellers
and agents a tool to create
estimates while saving time
andreducingerrors.
It simultaneously performs a
DOUBLE CALCULATION: one for
the final customers and the
second for the supplier with
related
discounts
and
conditions.
A function of placing orders via
the internet from dealers or
agents to the manufacturer can
be used: orders can be directly
imported
into
the
manufacturer's
headquarters
system, so to be managed
(and modified if necessary).

Extended version

T

his
program
is
the
integration between the
Advanced and the Light
version. The retailer can
independently add some other
price lists to the one obtained
in the Advanced version, so to
achieve
a
homogeneous
estimate to be delivered to the
final customer.
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